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Camp Engineering Sales has become an authorized manufacturer representative for Ultra Energy 

ROUND ROCK, Texas– Ultra Energy, a leading supplier of power industry sensors and instrumentation, is 
pleased to announce that Camp Engineering Sales, Inc. has become an authorized manufacturer 
representative. The two companies recently entered into a long-term agreement whereby Camp Engineering 
Sales will represent Ultra Energy equipment and services to current and potential clients and business 
associates. 

Ultra Energy is pleased to solidify this agreement with founder Jesse Camp, who established the company in 
2007 to provide engineering sales to commercial and industrial sectors, including aerospace, chemical, power, 
pharmaceuticals, water and wastewater and OEM. 

As Ultra Energy’s authorized manufacturing representative, Camp Engineering Sales will help generate 
business in several of these targeted industries. This partnership between the two companies was strategically 
designed with the intent to expand the reach of Ultra Energy’s world-class sensors and instrumentation into 
other untapped markets. The partnership combines Ultra’s strength in product design and delivery with Camp 
Engineering’s sales leadership and expertise. 

Ultra Energy is a recognized global leader that supplies sensors for harsh environment applications, including 
a sensor engineer-to-order service to provide custom sensors for a wide variety of applications. Ultra also 
provides a sensor qualification service to help customers achieve compliance with industry regulatory 
standards like the Aerospace AS9100D regulation. 

Chris Brown, Director of Sensor Sales and Marketing said, “It is my pleasure to announce this agreement 
with Camp Engineering’s excellent team to expand our reach of offering safety-rated and non-safety-rated 
sensors and instrumentation to maximize operational effectiveness in multiple industries. Camp’s sales 
engineers understand how to sell engineered systems and provide additional support and advice that is crucial 
to all of these industries. Sales engineers are so critical in the industries we work with, and Camp Engineering 
is highly regarded and highly successful.” 

Jesse Camp, founder of Camp Engineering Sales said: “We are proud to be associated with Ultra, whose 
instrumentation products strengthen the Camp sales portfolio. Buying decisions in engineering markets are 
made differently than in many other consumer contexts and are highly based on technical information and 
engineering analysis. We are therefore very pleased to be able to provide our sales expertise to Ultra Energy’s 
exciting products.”  
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Inquiries: 
Chris Brown +1 512 434 2844 

Director- Sensors Sales & Marketing Sales Inquiry 
 
Further information about Ultra: 
Ultra specializes in providing application-engineered bespoke solutions. We focus on our customers’ mission-
critical and intelligent systems in the defense, security, critical detection & control markets. 
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About Ultra Energy 
Ultra Energy is a global engineering and design manufacturing leader with over six decades of experience 
delivering sensors, instrumentation, and components for use in harsh environments. Ultra sensors are used 
in over 80 percent of the global nuclear power plants currently in operation. 

About CAMP Engineering 
Founder Jesse Camp established the company in 2007 to provide engineering sales to commercial and 
industrial sectors, including aerospace, chemical, power, pharmaceuticals, water and wastewater and OEM. 

 


